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now. additional features: halo: the master chief collection also includes the master chief collection
theme, a new custom theme for halo: the master chief collection that includes a number of new ui
elements and color options. halo: reach - collect all halo: reach achievements to unlock this new
halo: reach campaign that provides a deeper level of immersion as well as a new, more action-

oriented gameplay experience. halo: reach – unlock this new campaign that provides a deeper level
of immersion as well as a new, more action-oriented gameplay experience. halo 3: odst - the odst

campaign features missions from the halo 3: odst campaign, including the previously unplayable “i,
forge” level. halo 3: odst – the odst campaign features missions from the halo 3: odst campaign,

including the previously unplayable “i, forge” level. halo 2: anniversary – a remastered version of the
halo 2: anniversary campaign, which includes all previously released missions from halo 2 and halo

2: anniversary, halo 2: anniversary – a remastered version of the halo 2: anniversary campaign,
which includes all previously released missions from halo 2 and halo 2: anniversary, halo 3: odst –
multiplayer and cooperative campaign play modes, as well as the halo 3: odst firefight cooperative
mode, which allows up to four friends to play as a squad, halo 3: odst – multiplayer and cooperative
campaign play modes, as well as the halo 3: odst firefight cooperative mode, which allows up to four

friends to play as a squad, halo 3: odst – multiplayer and firefight gameplay modes, as well as the
halo 3: odst firefight cooperative mode, which allows up to four friends to play as a squad. halo:

reach – multiplayer and firefight gameplay modes, as well as the halo: reach firefight cooperative
mode, which allows up to four friends to play as a squad.
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